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Final Fantasy VII Remake is a fundamental remake of Final Fantasy VII, released on April 10, 2020 for PlayStation 4. [1] It is directed by Tetsuya Nomura, character designer on the original and director for Final Fantasy VII: Advent Children and produced by Yoshinori Kitase, director of the original. The story was written by Kazushige Nojima, and the soundtrack was composed by Nobuo Uematsu,
screenwriter and composer of the original. Background[edit | edit source] In 2005 at the annual Sony E3 press conference, Square Enix showed a technical demo for PlayStation 3 showing the opening sequence of the original Final Fantasy VII remized with enhanced PlayStation 3 graphics. Square Enix later made an official statement that there were no plans to remake Final Fantasy VII for PlayStation 3.
Continue. The rumours were sparked for the second time by an exhibition of new FMV artworks by Square Enix during the final fantasy VII 10th Anniversary event in Japan. The artwork[2] depicted characters in Final Fantasy VII costumes, reigniting rumors that a remake of the game might be in development. These CG artworks are printed on new canned beverages made from beverages. Kazuo Hirai,
president of Sony Computer Entertainment Japan, also fueled the rumours by tingling a small note at the exhibition by saying: Congratulations on ten fantastic years! The best is yet to come. Crisis Core's release -Final Fantasy VII- has brought new speculation about the possibility of a remake; The ending shows the beginning of Final Fantasy VII in modern CG style, followed by a reading of the title card
that will continue in FINAL FANTASY VII, referencing the original game. Fake Final Fantasy VII (PS3) remake commercials. Rumours have re-emerged over photos of the Best Buy advert stating that the game was due to be released on August 16, 2008. Despite the excitement over the chance of a remake, Square Enix has strenuously denied any and all rumours on several occasions. With ad photos for
CLOUD Vol.2 appearing online, excitement has grown again. It was discovered to be a book ad. In December 2009, he was sentenced to 10 years in prison. Again, this led to immense speculation about the January 2010 remake of Final Fantasy VII. To some, it seemed like the end, but others argued that for now it meant the remake could surface in the future. In February 2010, he was sentenced to 10
years in At the beginning of March 2010, he asked the public, on his official Twitter blog, what they would think of the remake. On March 22, 2010, Square Enix's then CEO Yoichi Wada said the company would explore the possibility - whether we do it or not, whether we do it and the platform. On May 31, 2010, Wada declared that it would take longer than it was willing to invest in a single project remake of
Final Fantasy VII. However, because Square Enix has received so many requests for a remake, the odds are not entirely off the charts. [4] In May 2012, Tetsuya Nomura addressed fans' request for a final fantasy VII remake in a famits interview, saying that newer games (such as Final Fantasy XV) have precedent because developers want to create new Final Fantasy games that can exceed people's
expectations instead of remaking classics. [5] In February 2014, Yoshinori Kitase said in an interview with Eurogamer[6] that he would like to do an HD remake of Final Fantasy VII, but that it would take a long time for such a project to come to an end. Kitase mentioned staff availability and budget as two main obstacles to making the project greenlit, as well as his personal motivation to create it, as he
admitted that while he casually says he would like to do a remake, it would be a huge project. Gametrailers.com final fantasy VII on their Top 10 residual remakes in #2. [1] Despite many doubts and after years of rumors, on June 15, 2015, the anticipated remake of Final Fantasy VII was announced at E3 2015. Timeline[edit | edit source] The beginning of development[edit | edit source] Tetsuya Nomura
started a remake project around the time of the Final Fantasy VII compilation, planning it as the fifth and final entry. But he got busy with other projects, but never stopped thinking about VII.[7] [8] Tim had plans to remake on several occasions, but finally decided to do so. One of the main reasons was the timing of staff developing the game being appropriate and thuding that age. Of the staff working on the
original Final Fantasy VII, and those working on the remake, Tetsuya Nomura is the youngest at 45. With timing and opportunity in mind, the trio of Kitasa, Nojima and Nomura opted for it. Shinji Hashimoto, CEO of Square Enix and manager of the Final Fantasy brand, came to Kitase and Nomura with a remake theme, as he engaged in marketing and sales with the original version, and the game has a
special place in his heart. Tetsuya Nomura assumed kitase should direct the remake, and was surprised to realize he'd landed the part. [10] The remake was planned to differ from the original game. Nomura said that simply overhauling the graphics will not surpass the original version. He described the remake as vastly evolved into a story as there would be more work to be added to it. [11] Parts of the
video announcement will be used in the game. [12] Tim saw Final Fantasy VII: Children, whom Nomura also directed, for visual references and inspiration. [13] My goal with the remake is to apply this to the current era, the current generation of players who will come into contact for the first time or play FFVII through this remake. I want to make it so that it is relevant to the modern age, as well as having an
element of surprise. It must be something that withers that sense of wonder and wonder. I don't want to change it so much that it's unrecognisable, but make sure it's something fresh and new [still] recognizable as FFVII. I'll keep that in mind as I work on this. Tetsuya Nomura[14] Various companies, including CyberConnect2, originally helped develop. 2015[| editing source] Scene Midgar from trailer
announcement. On June 15, the video game website Siliconera reported that Final Fantasy VII is getting a remake and will come to PlayStation 4 first, with other platforms to be released later. Later that day, during Sony's E3 conference, the trailer for the remake showed scenes from Midgar, its slums and flashes of Cloud and Barnet. Yoshinori Kitase was announced as producer, Tetsuya Nomura as
director and Kazushige Nojima as screenplay writer. The remake announcement was met with wild delight and sent Square Enix shares to their highest level since November 2008, at a close in Tokyo trading. [15] The trailer became the most watched trailer for 2015's E3 video games [16] The project was in development for some time before it was announced at E3 2015. The decision to announce it was
made to boost PlayStation 4 sales in Japan, in the hope of expanding its installation base by assuring that the platform will have games to look forward to. [17] The gameplay trailer was shown on October 5th. It was announced that the game would be released in parts due to dense content, and producer Yoshinori Kitase addressed fans directly in a blog post afterward explaining the decision. [18] Not much
is said about the game during 2016. 2017[edit | editing source] Final Fantasy VII Remake of key art. On January 31st (20th anniversary of Final Fantasy VII), a new work of promotional art was unveiled as part of the announcement of the Final Fantasy VII Remake campaign, as well as the promotion of the upcoming Mobius Final Fantasy port. The image shows Cloud and Sephiroth layered over an
elaborate view of Midgar's top panel and Shinra headquarters. Sephiroth's attirus seem to have undergone some minor changes, such as patterns on his pauldrons. His one wing of the black angel stretches from behind, much like his revision of CG in Final Fantasy VII: Advent Children. No additional information about the project has been released, except that the development team is waiting to release a
lot of information at once on a further date, as opposed to occasional updates and teases. May 24 producer Yoshinori Kitase, director Nomura and development leader Naoki Hamaguchi posted messages on the company's official website, asking people to submit their applications because Business Division 1 was hiring for the project. According to Kitase, the project has embarked on a phase of progress
in development. [19] Shortly afterwards, it was discovered that Square Enix was moving development in the house to be run by Hamaguchi, who was previously in charge of developing Mobius Final Fantasy. The development was carried out mainly with the support of external partners, but when the product went into mass production, Square Enix decided to move the development back to the company to
maintain a stable schedule and have control over quality. [20] 2018[edit | edit source] Some conceptual art was shown at the Final Fantasy 30th Anniversary exhibition in Tokyo in early 2018, some behind closed doors. Cloud's design has been changed, but has not yet been publicly revealed. [21] 2019[edit | edit source] The return draws closer Teaser trailer was shown during The State of Play aired by
Sony on May 9, 2019, showing new gaming footage as well as Aerith's appearance in the game. The trailer states that Return is approaching and features a revamped version of the combat system with a revised command menu, as well as countdown sequences from the Midgar bombing mission. The trailer's ending briefly shows Sephiroth at the back. The trailer features character designs that have
evolved greatly from the designs shown in previous trailers, as well as a revamped combat system. It shows monsters like Aps, Sahagin and Grashtrike. Meanwhile, Square Enix has confirmed that the title will continue to be episodeal,[22] stating that the initial press release describing the title as a multi-day series is accurate. In June 2019, the worldwide release date of 3 March 2020 was revealed. The
new trailer showed Tifa for the first time, as well as new scenes, including Cloud and Aerith shrouded in black smoke, a scene in the 7th Heaven bar with Tif expressing a second opinion regarding the methods used by AVALANCHE, and the illusory Sephiroth urging Cloud to run away and keep his hatred. 2020[edit | edit source] on 1 January 2020, a playstation network demo package with decryption code
included was briefly and unintentionally released, allowing individuals to download and datamine demos, as well as modifying it to work on custom firmware consoles. Although most of the game's content was removed from the building, the resulting data mine revealed more than a thousand images in progress from the game's main menu, loading screens and menus of stories and tasks, along with an
almost complete set of English text games. This data reflects the incomplete construction of the game, with several placeholder images and some English localizations that differ from the game's final build. On 1 January, Yoshinori Kitase and the development team published a letter announcing that The release date will be pushed back to 3 October 2017. Their reasoning for the delay was to make sure
they snuck out a game that was consistent with their vision, and the quality that waiting fans would deserve. [24] New footage of the introduction appeared by mid-February. On March 2, 2020, playable demo games were released. [25] During the week of March 23rd, some pre-order specimens were recorded on social media, arriving earlier due to confusion over the global pandemic of the coronavirus
disease that then emerged. This was later confirmed in a statement by development staff on 30 September. In a separate statement directed at content creators, early recipients were advised not to disseminate any footage of the entire game before launch on October 10, 2015. Visuals and Technology[| Edit Source] Cloud in a Remake. The starting point of the development was to maintain the graphic
quality of characters such as Cloud, Tifa and Aerith as they appeared in Final Fantasy VII: Advent Children, but running in real time. [26] [27] The team aims to balance realism and stylised looks. If the characters looked too realistic, they wouldn't be recognizable. [28] Square Enix used Epic Games' Unreal Engine 4 to create the game, instead of developing the Luminous Engine Final Fantasy XV. [29]
Geomerics graphic technology company was involved using its award-winning global lighting technology, Enlighten, as an indirect lighting solution of choice. [29] Square Enix adapted the Unreal Engine, using its renderer as a frame, but it added to it. To stand out against other titles, they created their own light probe, reflection, light baking, skinning, particles, post effects, tone mapping, materials and
illumination. Staff members working on Kingdom Hearts III, which also worked on Unreal Engine 4, came on board to help with the development, bringing their expertise with the engine. Although the engine for final fantasy XV was not used, the technology created by the Department of Advanced Technology has still been reused from it in the form of Bonamik, for use in the physics of hair, fabric and soft
body. [26] The team implemented image processing by direct writing in shader, changing the rendering path and enabling the effects of particles to cloud. Since the ambient occlusion had a major impact on the image, it was applied at full resolution, ensuring physical accuracy by applying aggressive noise filter removal. Calculations for ambient occlusion are combined into baked occlusion and fully used
within indirect and direct calculations. A limited amount of movement blackout was kept in normal play, intended to resemble action lines in a comic book, because it had an impact on how the characters felt they were in control. [26] Because they used physical lighting settings could greatly affect the viewer's impression. As such, the opening scene in which Cloud jumped off a train at Mako Reactor 1 was
recast multiple times before Nomura passed away on Cloud's final facial expression. Finalizing the direction of lighting from that scene made the production smooth. A clear difference is drawn between the placement of static and dynamic illumination. Static lighting required a lower processing load, but it had a lower quality, so it was used for ambient lighting. Dynamic lighting could be used less frequently
due to heavier processing load, and was used to better display the texture or three-dimensionality of field elements. However, during cutscenes, dynamic lighting is adjusted to give better impressions. [26] Scenes involving realistic and subtle movements were created by motion capture. However, attack actions such as restriction breaks were created by game designers, camera staff and animators who
work closely together. [26] Since the game allowed the player to see the city of Midgar and its unique structure in full 3D, rather than being confined to a fixed camera and a top-down view, this allowed developers to display a sense of immense weight and oppression when watching from slums, with the aim of allowing the player to experience the feeling that slum dwellers come from living there firsthand.
[30] Design[edit | edit source] Story[edit | edit source] For Final Fantasy VII Remake, the development team believed that exclusively recreating the same game as it was published in 1997 would cause nostalgia, but would not deliver the element of surprise they felt was innate to Fantasy Final. Tetsuya Nomura said there are people even within Square Enix who put too much focus on 'VII-ness' and are
resistant to change and said FFVII-ness is not easy to define because it means different things for different people. He wanted to separate the feeling that he was trapped by a series of the past, because in his opinion declaring FF is like this makes it impossible to create a Final Fantasy game. [10] Yoshinori Kitase similarly felt that while recreating the game exactly as it was would cause nostalgia, it would
not bring an element of surprise that he felt was innate to Final Fantasy, hoping the project would cause the same rush of excitement felt with the original game. [31] Developers replayed the original game when they started working on the project. Several, including the Kitas, were surprised that opening the Midgar section was shorter than they remembered, and wanted to develop a game to match the
length they memorized. This would allow the characters to be given more detail and depth, especially shinra executives, Turks and three Avalanche members. [30] [32] Sephiroth was involved earlier in the game than in the original Final Fantasy VII, to position him playing an important role in the ongoing story of the project. [30] wanted to give more depth avalanche characters [edit | edit source] Aerith
offers Cloud flower Cloud appeared in E3 2015 to unveil the trailer, but its design was later changed to be closer to the original design, and he is said to look more natural. Director and character designer Tetsuya Nomura and development manager Naoki Hamaguchi mentioned that while Cloud may look like this, he was a silly character in the original game. Cloud is expected to showcase more of its
youthful side rather than the always serious one usually seen outside the original game. [21] In order to match the more realistic depictions of the characters, the writer Noah felt that the inner representation of the characters should be made with an appropriate sense of realism. He also referred to the original game and the compilation entries to recall memories he had when writing. He retained the
personalities he imagined the characters had when he originally created them; instead of showing the characters a new side, he simply shared with them a side that existed but was not shown, adding a few new elements to fill in the gaps in the memory. He portrayed The Ostrich characters with a greater sense of depth, especially with members of Lavina. For the Lavina members, he wanted to portray
their relationship (inspired by Japanese animation), the alienation cloud initially felt, and how Cloud was gradually accepted into the group. [31] For the main characters, early in development, an English voice cast originally depicted in Advent children was used and was featured in trailer 5. However, developers decided to replace the voice cast with a younger cast, with the aim of discovering a new
generation of voice actors. That's because Advent Children was already a sequel to the original game, and it's been 15 years since its release, meaning the team felt the new cast would be better suited to show younger versions of the characters. [31] Although red XIII will appear, developers did not plan to make it playable, fearing disruption in overall pace and confusion for new players to have control
over the character appearing so late. However, the team used Red XIII as a starting point in drum level design and felt it was important to establish their relationship with Cloud. [31] [32] Battle System[| Editing Source] Cloud in Battle. Although the combat system was conceptualized in the early stages of development, it did not fully solidify until a year before the final game came out. The aim was to
showcase the modern evolution of the Active Time Battle system from the original game, using the rules of the original game's ATB system, while also incorporating elements of an action battle to provide an pervasive game. [33] In addition, developers wanted to preserve the high degree of adaptability provided by the materia system from the original game and also gives characters unique qualities,
abilities and feel in the struggle to still capture the unique qualities of the characters. [33] While the developers wanted the mechanics to be simple enough to allow new players to join, they cautioned against the mechanics being too simple, to prevent the battles from happening again. Therefore, the mechanics are carefully selected and implemented to add depth without being too complex. Staggers have
been added to avoid a repeat in which players spam high harm commands to defeat the enemy, forcing them to choose when to focus on staggering enemies or when to use high harm commands. [26] Calls, another mechanic from the original game, were limited, aiming to feel exciting and memorable, but not to rely as a surefire way to win every battle, to prevent battles from feeling monotonous. [26] Their
cost to MPs has been reduced to zero to compensate for the call limit. [33] Calls were originally supposed to have their own individual ATB bars, but this was rejected in favor of party members consuming their own ATB for calls, because during playtesting it only made the call feel like another party member instead of feeling unique. [35] The promotion[edit | edit source] Final Fantasy VII Remake has been
extensively promoted in other Square Enix titles, even before details of what it would contain are known. For example, Mobius Final Fantasy has released a crossover event called Eclipse Contact. Based on the re-creation of the Final Fantasy VII opening missions, Wol and Cloud teamed up to shut down a series of Mako reactors at Palamecia. Another collaboration called Fatal Calling was published in
early February 2018 and again by January 2019 and focuses on the cloud-Sephiroth conflict. Final Fantasy Record Keeper also participated in the promotion of the Final Fantasy VII Remake starting in mid-April 2020. During this crossover, players were given a relic of a replica of Cloud's Iron Blade simply by signing up, with additional prizes shared in the 10-day period before the official launch. A special
Relic Draw was also offered, with the first withdrawal estimated at 7 Mythril (420 Gems). The cover screen featured a portrait of Oblak looking towards the Shinr building. Releases and extras[edit | edit source] With the announcement of the final game in January 2020, Square Enix specified that both digital and physical releases will be available. Each medium includes Standard and Deluxe Edition, bringing
the total to four. While standard versions include only the base game, deluxe versions add a commemorative box of steelbook gems (physical copies only), a MINI SOUNDTRACK CD and an art book along with additional features according to their delivery method. To this end, the company and its retail partners offered pre-order incentives for each purchase. Digital pre-orders included an exclusive theme
for the PlayStation 4 system, as well as access to a Carbuncle call Publishing. Physical orders via U.S. The GameStop included a reusable serialized lim with a Shinra keycard to be used in the sweepstakes. Continuation[| editing source] Work began on the sequel to Final Fantasy VII Remake before the games came out. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the development team worked on the game through
teleworking. While Kitase thought performance would temporarily fall below 100% efficiency as a result, he did not anticipate much impact in the long run. [30] Nomura believed it was important to announce the sequel as quickly as possible, after realizing where the level of quality should be, wanting it to surpass the quality of the first game. He also stated that, once announced, plans for future installments
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